
CHAPTER 9 

Geneva Mechanisms 

INTRODUCTION 

The GC'neva is one o f t  hl• c•nrlit•st of all intermittent 
motion mC'ch:rnisms and when input is in the form 
of continuous rotation, it is probably still the most 
commonly used. Genevas are available on an off
tllC ' -shC'lf basis from several manufact urC'rs, in a 
variC'ty of $izC'::-. ThPy arc clwap<'r than cams or star 
whC'<'lS and have adrquat<'-to-good pC'rformance char
actPristics, d<>prnding on load factors and ot hrr 
dC'sign r('(JUin'm<'nts. Figure' 9 -1 shows a typical, 
four-slot <'Xt<'rnnl Geneva. 

Advantages of Genevas 

G!'ncvas may be thC' simplrst and knst rxpcnsive 
of nil intermit trnt motion mC'chanisms. As nwntioned 
bC'forC', they comC' in a wide variC'ty of sizes, ranging 
from thos<' usrd in instrumC'nts, to those usC'd in 
machine tools to ind<>x spindle cnrrir.rs w(•ighing 
SC'vrrnl tons. Thr.y have good motion-curve char
nctC'ristics compan'd to rntchrts, but rxhibit more 
"ir.rk," or instantanC'ous chang<> in accr!C'ration, than 
do brltC'r cam sy,;;tr.ms (thr. Grm'vn, you \\ill rc
lllC'mbr.r, is a sp1'cinl type of cam system). 

The GC'nrva maintains good control of its load at 
all times, sincr. it is providC'd with locking ring sur 
fncr.s, ns sh1nn1 in Fig. 9-1, to hold th<' output during 
dw1'll prriods. In addition, if proprrly siz1•d to the 
load, thr GC'uC'n\ g('nC'rnlly <'xhibits vrry long life'. 
One machim· tool manufact ur<•r told me that t h<'ir 
GC'nP.Yas will last 20 yC'ars, indC'xing once C'Very few 

seconds, on a three-shift basis, driving a spindle 
carrier weighing one ton. This particular Geneva 
was about 18 inches in diameter. 

Disadvantages of Genevas 

The Geneva is not a versatile mechanism. It can 
be used to produce no less than three, and usually 
no more than 18 dwells per revolution of the output 
shaft. .FurthermorC', once the number of dwells has 
bC'en selected, the designer is well locked into a given 
set of motion curves. The ratio of dwell period to 
motion period is also rstablished once the number 
of dwells per revolution has been selected. Also, all 
GenC'va acc<'l<'rntion curve's start and end with finite 
acceleration and decelC'ration. This means they pro
duce jerk. 

Types of Genevas 

There are three type's of Genevas: (I) external, 
"·hich is th<· most popular, and which is represented 
by thC' device shown in Fig. 9 -1; (2) intrrnai, which 
is also vrry common and is illustrated by Fig. 9 -2; 
and (3) spll(•rical, Fig. 9-3, which is extrPmely rare. 
,ve will take a clos<'r look at some rxternal and 
intrrnal Genevas later on, but. will not spend more 
time on the spherical type. 

Gr.nC'vas are also combin<'d with a wide viiriety of 
othc•r mr.chanisms, such as four-bar linkages; clutch
brakC' combinations; noncircular gNirs; etc., to modify 
th<' motion curves and dwC'l l -motion ratios obtained 
from a pure GC'neva. \Ve will sec several different 
examples of thC'se latC'r. 
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Fig. 9-1. Four -slot external Geneva. 

Motion Curvn 

The motion curves for several external Genevas 
are shown in Fig. 9-4; and for internal Genevas, in 
Fig. lf-5. As can be seen, the two curve sets differ 
quite drastically in shape. Figure 9-6 shows the 
motion curves for four-slot internal and external 
Genevas superimposed for comparison. 
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Fig. 0-2. Four -slot internal Geneva. 

A few general comments can be made about these 
motion curves. 

1. For an external Geneva, the dwell period 
always exceeds the motion period. 

2. For an external Geneva, the dwell period 
always lasts longer than the time required 
for 180 degrees of motion of the input driver. 

3. For an internal Geneva, the motion period 
always exceeds the dwell period. 

4. For an internal Geneva, the dwell period is 
always shorter than the time required for 
180 degrees of input. 

Drawino ccurte.au of MACHINE DESIGN MGQ(UiM; Dee. Z3, 1966
!
: 

p. ttl 

Fig. 9-3. Four-slot spherical Geneva. 

5. For a spherical geneva, the dwell period 
equals the motion period, and equals the 
time required for exactly 180 degrees of input. 

6. The magnitude of peak acceleration and de
celeration, velocity, etc., obtained with a 
Geneva, is a function of the number of slots 
or dwells. This is true of all types. 

As the ratio between the diameter of the wheel and 

the diameter of the driver gets larger (more slots or 
dwell periods per revolution of the output), maxi
mum accelerations and velocities decrease (for a 
given driver speed). This makes sense because the 

indexing angle of the output decreases as the number 

of slots increases. 
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Fig. 9-4. Motion curves for external Genevas with four, six, and ten slots. 
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Fig. 9 -5. Motion curves for internal Genevas with four, six, and ten slots. 
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Fig. 9-6. Comparison of the motion curves of internal and external Genevas with four slots. 
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means impact. In practice, of course, a small initial
slot center/in.� 

/3
direction. of motion 
--. of pin 

Fig. 9 -7. The drive pin of the Geneva should enter the 
slots in the driven wheel along an arc that. is tangent to the 
centerline of the slot, rather than along a line which deviates 
from the slot centerline by some angle /J, as shown here. 

Miscellaneous Comments 

In a well-designed Geneva the drive pin \\"ill enter 
the slots of the out put wheel along an arc that is 
tangent to the centerline of the slot, as shown in 
Fig. 9-1. If the direction of motion of the pin 
deviates from the slot cE>nterline by an angle {3, 
shown in Fig. 9-7, impact can result. This will either 
be a positive or negative impact (that is, it \\"ill 
produce either a positive or a n<•gative torque on 
the driver) depending upon whet her the slot is at 
some angle above the tangent line of the pin's 
motion or at some angle bC'low it. (Figure 9 -7 shows 
a situation where the tangent line is below the pin's 
motion line.) 

Figure 9-8 shows the displaccm0nt curves that 
result from thr0e situations: the deviation (angle /3) 
is ±5 degre0s or O d<'gr0es (tang0nt). Th€'re does not 
seem to be much diffcrencl' bl'tween thC'se three 
curves, each of which represents only the first few 
degrees of motion of th<' output nwmber rathC'r than 
the compl<'(Q displac<'m<'nt curvC', as per Fig. 9-4. ./.�slot s· below
The velocity curves for these thrC'C' situations, also /... 
sho\n1 in Fig. 9 -8, do not appear to have changed /.· __ ./ 
much C'ith<'r. ,.,/ _/ 

,•
...

If we now plot the acceleration curvC's, however, ,.. 
wc will find that we have introduc0d impact when 

velocity would mean a relatively small impact ( even 
though theory says any instantaneous change means 
an infinite acceleration) and would cause no trouble. 
If the machine is operated at high speeds, however, 
or under heavy loads, or with elastic connections 
between parts, even a small, sudden change in ve
locity can cause severe impact, stress, vibration, Jost 
motion, jamming, etc. Figure 9 -9 shows the acceler
ation curves for the three situations. 

As discussed in Chapter 5, a high-speed or heavily 
loaded Geneva can also get int.o difficulty if the pin 
is not a good running fit in the slots in the output 
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the slot's c<'nt0rlin<' was above or below the line 
tang<'nl to the pin's motion. This is bc•cause the 
angular v0locity in 0ach cas<' start$ at a finite positivr 
or n<'gativQ valu0; and instantanc•ous change in v e 
locity means an infinite acc<'ll'ration which, in turn, 

Fig. 9-8. Displa�emen\ and velocity curves of an external 
Genev a when the direction of motion of the drive pin 1s 
tangent. to the slot; when the slot is 5 degrees above the 
tangent line; and wh•n it .  i• 5 degrees below it (the latter 
situation is shown in Fig. 9 -7), 
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wheel. Elasticity in the system may allow the pin to 
chatter from one side of the slot lo the other as it 
drives the wheel, producing a series of impacts which 
can cause all sorts of trouble. (See Figs. 5-9 and 
5-10 for the resultant motion curves.) 
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;4-slor s" above !1I, Fig. 9-10. External Cenevas with five, six, eight, and ten 

./ slots, respectively. 'I /•.1. 
1,,/ as the number of slots increases. ::'ll'otice also, that 

the indexing angle decreases. 
Three internal Genevas with four, eight, and 

twelve slots are illustrated in Fig. 9-11. Again, notice 
how the ratio of driver diameter to output wheel

Fig. 9 -9. Acceleration <·urves for tangent und ±5 degrees :
tnis:11igned slots. 

Four sketches of external Genevas with five, six, 
eight, and ten slots, respectively, are shown in Fig. 
9-10. Xoticc how the ratio bct,,·cc'n the diameter 
of the driver and the diameter of the wheel decreases 

diameter decr<'ases as the number of slots increases. 
�otice too, that the driver must be mounted on a 
cantilcvert>d shaft in each case, whereas the external 
Geneva of the previous illustration could have both 
input and output members mounted on through 

<.>w1pu1 l 

Fig. !J-1 I. Internal Cenevus with four, eight, and twelve �lots, 
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Fig. 9 -14. Five-step Geneva mechanism used in the indexing system of a large multiple-spindle machine tool. 
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Fig. 9 -15. Six-slot external Geneva used for light-duty 
instrument applications. 
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Fig .  9-16. Four-slot extemal Geneva "·ith three-pin driver. 

input 

Drou,inq cou,tuv of PRODUCT ENGINEERING DESIGN MANUAL. 
J 9(;9: pp .  264, e/!O 

Fig. 9-li. 1-'our-slot Geneva d1·iven by a t w o -pin driver. 
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locking extension 
Drawing tourlUl/ of PRODUCT ENGINEERING M4(l0Zi••; Jun, 8

1864: J>l) .  61, 6 8 

Fig. 9-18. Chain-mounted drive pins with blocks for lock
ing during dwells. 
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Dro-wing courtov of PRODUCT ENGllv'EERING ,.\loga,iirw:; June 8 ,
1964: pp. 67, 6 8

Fig. 9-19. (Left) External Geneva driven by a four-bar 
linkage. tRight) Acceleration curve. 

Fig. 9-20. (Left) Four-slot external Genevn driven by 11 
hypocycloidnl crank mechanism. (Righi) Comparative ac
celeration curves. 
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are zero, not finite, thus eliminating the jerk associ
ated with a conventional Geneva. Since the four-slot 
Geneva wheel must still rotate 90 degrees with each 
drive cycle, however, and is now doing it in a shorter 
1<.'ngth of time (longer dwell period) , peak acceler
ations and velocities are greater here than for a 
conventional Geneva, as suggested by the acceler
ation curve. 

A four-slot external Geneva driven by a hypo
cycloidal crank mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 9 - 20. 

A gear train is used to reduce the velocity of the 
drive pin at the moment it enters the slots in the 
GE'neva wheel. The acceleration curves provided 
here show that there is a "theorrtical" slight impact 
as the driv<.' pin starts the Geneva in such a situation, 
but in actual practice this impact probably would 
not be noticeable . .-\ hypocycloidal drive also reduces 
peak accel<'ration as can be seen by comparison with 
the acceleration curve for a regular four-slot Geneva. 

Dec. 3. 196'3 G. H .t.RN0l.O 3,413,874 
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Fig. 9 -21. Four-slot intern:il Genev:i wilh fri�tion grip 
tontl'ol or output. (lJ.S. 1':itent :3,413,874; G. H. Arnold.) 

DMu:ing ""'"'"" of PRODUCT ENGINEERING Maqozint; Oct. 26, 
196,: pp. 109, 110 

Fig. 9 - 22. Twin Geneva drive. Note in the top view that 
the two Geneva wheels are in exactly the same position. 

In the illustration here, only half of the acceleration 
curve is shown for each device. 

A friction grip i s  sometimes used instead of a 
locking ring to control the output member during 
dwell periods. In the diagram (Fig. 9 - 21) of a four
slot internal Geneva, the locking member 28, engages 
the output shaft 4, to which the output wheel 2, is 
connected. Cam 1, containing drive pin 17, regulates 
the motion of the locking member. This friction lock 
would probably only be satisfactory for light-duty 
applications. 

Figure 9-22 illustrates a twin Geneva drive. The 
output from one Geneva can act as a driver, or 
input, to a second. Gears can also be introduced 
between the two, or on the output of the second to 
modify the motion even further. Tricks of this kind 
allow the d<.'signer to extrnd dwell pc>riods, etc. 

The drive pin in the groove-cam Grneva design 
shown in Fig. 9-23 docs not. op<'rate on a fixed 
radius of the input m<·mbrr. Instead, its radius (and 
h<•nce its tangc>ntial vc>locity) is controlled by a 
groove cam which movrs th<.' drive pin radially in
ward or outward, at the option of the drsign<.'r, to 
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groove cam
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Drc>wing cou,,,.,, of PRODUCT ENGINEERING ,\(c>g,uine; Oa. t6. 
1964: ""· 109, 110 

Fig. 9-23. Groove cam Geneva. 

modify the acceleration and deceleration character
istics of the Geneva quite significantly. 

The locking slide Geneva, Fig. 9-24, is a variation 
of the four-bar drive system shown in Fig. 9-19. A 

pin on the slide crank engages the Geneva to lock 
the output member during dwell periods. 

A modification of a four-slot internal Geneva is 
the internal groove Geneva shown in Fig . 9-25. 
\Vith this design each roll<>r ('Xits and ent<>rs the 
driving slots tangentially, which is always desirable 
but sometimes difficult to accomplish with a con
ventional internal Geneva. 

', 
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Drotcino covrl4!•JI of PRODUCT E.VGI.VEERI.VG JIO(Ja.zitt4!-,· Oct. 26, 
191/4: ""· 109. 110 

Fig. 9-24. Locking alide Geneva. 

• 

output 

Drc>wing ,...,i,,v of PRODUCT ENGINEERING .l/c>g,uint; Dtc. 20
9�1965: pp. 86-� 

Fig. 9-25. Internal groove Geneva. 

Figure 9-26 is a drawing of an external Geneva 
driven by elliptical gears. The drive pins do not 
enter the Geneva wheel slots tang<>nt to the center 
line, but pin velocity is at a minimum when they 
enter. And again, in the sketch to the right, the 
Geneva's motion curves can be seen to be modified 
drastically by this drive means. 

In Fig. 9-27, a four-step sequence in the operation 
of a Geneva driven by an elliptical gear combination 
can be s<>en. It should be noted that the Geneva 
rotates 180 degrees in two steps for every revolution 
of the input. 

Anatomy of the Geneva Mechanism 

The designer should be completely familiar with 
the anatomy of a conventional Geneva and the 
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Fig. 9-26. (ufl) External Geneva driven by elliptical gears.
(Right) Comparative acceleration curves. 
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heavy to handle loads, yet as small as pos
sible to reduce frictional drag on driver and 
Geneva wheel. Center distance between in
put and output. shafts must be carefully 
maintained to guarantee proper locking-ring 
action (without cramping) during dwell 
periods and proper relationship between 
drive pin and drive slots. H. Replaceable 
wear shoes- not required in many situations, 
but they can be provided where extremely 
long life is desired and field service is avail
able. If the drive rollers can also be changed, 
the system can be made nearly as good as 
new after years of active duty. Replaceable 
wear shoes are frequently used on heav y 
duty machine tools. 

Historical Note 

lntermitt.ent motion mechanisms are used to index 
film in cameras,  projectors, film-processing equip
ment, etc. A wide variety of mechanisms has been 
used in photographic equipment right from the be
ginning. Such things as epicyclic gears, mutilated 
gears, and Genevas can be found in cameras and 
projectors built in the late 1800's. The photograph 
in Fig. 9-29 (British Crown copyright, Science 
l\•1useum, London), is of Paul's Cine-camera on a 
revolving stand, which was built in 1896. A note on 
this print points out that this camera was used for 
the Diamond J ubilec; the celebration of the 60th 
year of Queen Victoria's reign. A Geneva mechanism, 
similar to that shown in Fig. 7 -2B, was used to 
index the film. 




